
Meeting Minutes TAG 
Thursday, March 21, 2019, 6:00 pm 
  
Present: 
Leif Carlsen 
Eric Steinbrenner 
Art McBain 
Adrienne King 
Brendan Quinn 
Sara Quinn 
 
Meeting called to order. 
 
Minutes passed as written. 
 
3 items added to new business, 1 item added to old business 
 
Meeting on June 1st at RPL 2-4 rm A (Brendan will advertise) 
He’ll also go over the bylaws to see about terms, etc. 
 
We talked about having ITTD at CBC, and it all sounded very positive. We talked about the 
possibility of having conFUSEcon there, and it sounds like that may be a good option. 
Visit Tri-Cities wants to know what our determination is for conFUSEcon venue, so we need to 
lock it down with CBC soon. Sara will email them again tomorrow. 
We should offer reduced rates to CBC students.  
 
Brendan talked about his meeting with Luke Hallowell of B&G Clubs. He gave them a list of 
good boardgames to buy, and we may have some events there in the future.  
 
Library curation: Brendan is still trying to connect with someone at the libraries to see if we can 
get them to carry boardgames. 
 
Raffle: we need to decide what we’re giving away before Sara can design raffle tickets. We can 
sell raffle tickets at various events. Then we can draw at one of the Thursday events, if AU is 
cool (if not, we can use the Makerspace). We may even be able to leave the prizes here in case 
the winner isn’t present during the drawing. Fixed item drawings. We’ll give away Mars Open 
(multiple copies), Welcome To, and 40 Thieves. We are thinking of charging $5.00 per ticket. 
Let’s try to have the cards by June 1st. 
 
Stamp card: Art showed us the stamps. Rachel is going to send Art a wing for the lady’s night, 
and he’s waiting for the TAG’d group to get him a stamp design. Brendan has designed the 
stamp card. Cards will be punched after they get turned in. 3 different events, filled card, gets 
you an enamel pin, patches, or something similar. 



Leif is going to come up with a list of games for younger kids. 
Brendan and Sara will get a fundraiser going for games for younger kids, which we can use to 
buy some of these games for the Homelink May 10th event. 
 
Spanish: BBG has a list of games with little language dependence (like Code Names pictures) 
that could be used. We should all look through our collections for these games, and send them 
to Sara. 
 
Vidstream: Look at Starlit Citadel for inspiration. We’ll look for games that haven’t been 
overdone. Sam will get in touch with Brendan and Sara. 
 
Brendan will email Raquel to see what times she wants TAG here for Mom and Pop day and let 
Adrienne (and everyone) know. 
 
Adrienne won’t ask Rotary for money until we know for sure if we’re using CBC as a venue. 
 
Let’s make conFUSEcon stuff as soon as we know for sure about CBC. We’ll get Leif posters for 
Gamestorm if we can get it in time. We also need some for Wagoncon and Chupacabracon. 
 
Eric wrote up a full report about RadCon: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jR-1Do1DEGUEC3T5ZUy5wfCdhKIT-zvA/view?usp=sharing 
 
We will all read it and use it to inform our setup for next year’s RadCon. 
 
Adjourned with a game of Tsuro. 
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